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1. Foreword 
 
In 2002, the prototype of VideoPoort (VP) was launched.  VP is the result of an experimental 
route by which hardware, software and metadata have been integrated and organized in such a 
way that instructors and students can use streaming video in the learning process simply and 
independently without intervention of technical experts.  There have been successful educational 
pilots for example the SURF subsidised project Pictures of Competences and the Language 
Course for students for whom Dutch is a second language.  All students and instructors that have 
worked with the prototype VP are positive about the simplicity of the device, and share the 
opinion that this represent added value for their education.   
These experiments, projects and pilots learned us that VP is a great tool. The main target was 
making students and teachers able to share video content. This target is achieved largely by VP1.  
In Pictures of Competences the main target for students were to show their competences to 
teachers. The great discovery was the effect of self-reflection for students. Selecting scenes from 
their video streams students learned more about their behaviour and skills than ever before… 
This effect triggered us to research the possibilities to enroll the tool within INHOLLAND. The 
second prototype is build to achieve this. Main target is now to integrate the system into the 
infrastructure of INHOLLAND, to research how it can be maintained and to scale it up. 
 
Click on the plate for a demo-video.   
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Gemak, Gewin, Genot (Practicability, Pay-off, Pleasure) 



 

A prototype of VP has been set up in the Library in Diemen.  The equipment contains a dedicated 
combination of computer and video, connected via the network with a streaming INHOLLAND 
server.  The configuration is fixed in one place.  Use is free, but the manner on which it’s used is 
regulated. Students first log-on with their INHOLLAND e-mail account, have to fill in metadata 
to describe the video and can digitise their video subsequently. 
The second prototype also gives users a choice to export to CD-ROM if it’s nescessary to edit. 
INHOLLAND facilitates all students and staff with Windows Movie Maker for editing purposes. 
 
2. VP in the education 
 
Education within INHOLLAND University has become entirely based upon competences.  The 
student works independently, and must demonstrate in blended education situations the 
possession of particular competences.  The problem is how to show these competences to the 
teacher and coach at work.  Especially competences like attitude and behaviour are difficult to 
measure by ordinary exams. Here streaming video can add something.   
It is possible to make use of the streaming possibilities of VP in combination with Blackboard 
and Portfolio.  The easy accessibility of VP makes it possible that students can use the 
technology completely independently.  They can borrow a camcorder at the service desk and after 
they have logged on to VP they can convert their recordings to streaming video.   
A series of examples of the accessible functionality of VP during the pilot period are described 
below.  Alongside each example is an indication of how this is related to ‘Backbone’.   
‘Backbone’ is the education philosophy of INHOLLAND University.   
Backbone strongly relates with Competence Based Education (CBE): With the establishment of 
CBE as a central educational principle, a number of programs have been determined.   
Fixed summary:  
1. The competence profile is operationalised via core problems, critical occupation situations, 
competences in different levels and indicators for review  
2.  Blended learning, a mix of face to face and ICT-supported learning, is involved through the 
complete program  
3.  The training facilitates the education of special groups, students with handicaps, students that 
a practice a top-level sport, students that follow a part of their studies in the foreign country, 
mature students that wish to start an enterprise, and multicultural groups. 
This summary has been related at further effect concerning flexible learning, part-time study, 
review, training period/practice and graduate studies.  VP fulfils different roles within this 
philosophy, dependent on the context.  The next section shows how VP contributes to the 
realisation of this philosophy. 
Competence Based Education and VP 
 
2.1  A quotation from Backbone, 
‘the philosophy of education at INHOLLAND: “next to mere knowledge, the formation and 
development of skills, understandings, behaviour and attitude is important in learning. Jointly 
this furnishes the graduate with the ability to properly assess critical occupational situations and 
then to reflect on’ 
 
2.1.1 The project “Pictures of Competences”:  
 
In this project, students make their own recordings during their training period or work. 



 

The students work already 4 days a week and visit school for one day a week. At this vocational 
training they film themselves at work and select fragments that reflect a particular competence 
that they control.   
The student edits the video with help of the virtual cutting machine from the video and may later 
show it to a potential employer or as part of a portfolio.  As well the selection trial during the 
recording material chosen during the “cut out” shows steered reflection upon the relationship  
between occupational practice and competences.  Students were interviewed after the pilot 
project. Main core reactions were: 
‘The technology was easy to use’  
‘Video was a very good instrument to show competences’ 
‘It’s confronting!   
‘You are facing yourself’  
‘It’s a learning experience’  
‘(self) Responsibility and skills and easy to use technology for students’  
‘Web-based is a plus, you can easily place it into your portfolio’  
‘Presentations come alive’   
See also: Interview Student VIDEO, PowerPoint Presentation DIVERSE (pictures of 
competences1.ppt)      
Keywords: authentic profession situation; competences; reflection 
 
2.2 A quotation from Backbone 
‘Competence Based Education means responsibility and an active attitude of the student towards 
learning. The student is coached towards self-motivation’ 
 
2.2.1  At the centre for second language students from abroad are prepared to study at 
INHOLLAND University. The teacher Kitty Wortel presented her experiences of this pilot 
project at the DIVERSE conference.  She used VP in combination with BlackBoard 
The start of the module “presentation” hasn’t changed: two students are doing a short 
presentation in the classroom. Kitty and the peer students are giving feedback. Then the other 
students have to do a five minutes presentation as well. Traditionally they did this in the 
classroom too. The last two years Kitty used video to reflect. The video is transformed with VP 
to streaming video and linked in BlackBoard. Via peer assessment students are judged by each 
other. The teacher assesses the students as well.   So the assessment becomes a co-assessment, by 
an expert and peers. 
Kitty reviews some advantages of this manner: 

• Students can review themselves as many times as they want 
• Students are motivated to self-directed learning. They learn to independently review 

themselves and peers 
• Students are enthusiastic about this manner of learning 
• There are less peak hours in my work. Face to face contact hours to this module has 

reduced. 
• Results of assessments are processed anonymously by surveys in BlackBoard. It makes 

peer judgement easier. 
Meanwhile through the effort of VP, this trial is offered to the self-motivated student. 
Presentations are held in peer groups. These are filmed and the recordings are uploaded via VP to 
Blackboard.  Students are assigned to judge each of five presentations and compare them via 



 

surveys.  Feedback and criticism are generated based upon these discussions and the opinion of 
the instructor.   
Key words: independent learning, learn, present, give, and feedback 
 
2.3 A quotation from the Backbone:  
“INHOLLAND University choose most delicate for blended learning, a mix of contact education 
and ICT-supported learning” 
 
2.3.1  At the School of Education South streaming video is used, in combination with 
Blackboard, to reflect training periods of students at primary schools.  On basis of previously 
defined focus-areas the students are filmed and the recordings are made available by VP. The 
recordings are grouped together in discussion groups of BlackBoard and makes reflection and 
peer assessment possible.   
Key words: authentic profession situation, criticism means peer assessment 
 
2.4 A quotation from the backbone 
Responsible students combine practice and theoretical knowledge. Working for real companies is 
a stimulous for them.  The products they made are the start for the next generation students.  
 
2.4.1 Rookie Entertainment, Rookie Entertainment is a learning company of INHOLLAND 
university,  School of Communication Media & Music (MEM)  
Every semester groups of students make productions for television as an assignment for 
university. The “old” materials from the senior students, are good examples for the new groups. 
Therefore the students are making a digital library of their productions with VP.  
http://www.hshaarlem.nl/project/rookie/rookie2003/pages/rookiereport.htm 
 
2.5 More education applications with regards to streaming video and VP 
 
There are more examples of real and desired educational practices.   
A large number of classes  frequently use video.  The problem, however, is related to the general 
distribution and management.  Through VP, products can be distributed in a simple manner via 
Blackboard and the portfolio system with students working together with accompanying 
instructors.  - Instructors can by means of the Virtual Cutting Machine simply offer the desired 
fragments to their students.  –  
VP strengthens Blackboard and Digital Portfolio. Through the application of VP the use value of 
Blackboard and Digital Portfolio becomes stronger and broader.  VP extends e-learning 
possibilities for making multimedia content more available.   
 
3. VP functionality 
 
This chapter provides a summary of the components from which VP has been built up and which 
functions are available.  At this moment, version two is about to be launched.  In this chapter, VP 
is described from different aspects: user functionality; processes; technical and legal aspects.   
VP facilitates streaming video for the internet.   



 

As a result the student of teacher can transfer video to a streaming server and receive a mail with 
VideoLink in his mailbox. This VideoLink can by copied and pasted into standard-education 
applications like PowerPoint, Blackboard or any Digital 
Portfolio.   
Streaming video has been customised for the internet.  The 
videofile is uploaded to a special streaming server.  The user 
accesses the video via a link.  The video is not downloaded but 
is streamed to the client’s player as soon as there is sufficient 
image and sound.  A major advantage of this technique is that 
the video fragment can be viewed much quicker and does not 
need to be downloaded to the user’s PC. Digital video can also 
be accessed via Internet.  A disadvantage of this method is that 
on the one hand the file is much larger and moreover it must be 
downloaded completely to the PC of the user, before it can be 
played. 
 
3.1 VP bundles a number of complicated trials that are necessary to make video stream:  
 
-Technique of encoding 
- Technique of streaming  
- Choice of the right codecs (quality of bandwidth) 
- Metadata  
- Usability 
Through this bundling, VP makes a complex bundle of capabilities accessible for all students and 
teachers of INHOLLAND University.  This new trial has been designed to achieve ‘Gemak 
Gewin, Genot’ so 3 G’s in Dutch.  In English these G’s are 3 P’s: Practicability, Pay-off and 
Pleasure. 
 
3.2 VP-functionality 
 
a. Making recordings  
b. Log on to VP, integrated with the Active Directory of INHOLLAND University 
c. Personal user ID (e-mail address), password (the prototype takes advantage of a self-standing 
user database)  
d. Indicate metadata (according to SCORM-standards)  
e. Streaming of the tape 
  I. Tape is encoded, saved on hard disk VP-computer  

II. File is sent to streaming server 
III. Mail with Video Link is sent to user  

f. Possibility to place this link into DPF/ Blackboard, 
g. The e-mail contains as well a link to the Virtual Cutting Machine. This web application makes 
it possible to cut a specific fragment of the recording and transfer it separately as a new 
VideoLink into Blackboard, DPF or any other presentation.  


